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Quantitative Research on Suffixes and 
Grammatical Patterns in Present-day Korean 
Sang-Oak Lee 
In this paper, I will present a quantitative analysis of the frequency and 
ranking of the following items in modem Korean: (l) prefinal and final 
endings (the latter are used as conclusive or non- conclusive morphemes), 
and (2) the grammatical patterns (including adverbial phrases that are 
connected with the sentential adverbs). In 1997, I conducted the first survey 
of agglutinating suffixes, entitled "Quantitative Research on Verbal 
Morphemes in Modern Korean" (Lee 1997b). 
<Frequency of Prefinal and Final Verbal Endings> 
001 FE127 ta t:J- : 6039 002 FE042 n L 5790 
003 FE021 ko:il : 3843 004 FE093 nun ~ : 30~ 
005 PFE015 ess ~ : 2454 006 FE371 e <>1 2341 etc. 
Since then a couple of others' studies on the frequency of suffixes have 
been reported based on their larger corpus but those of grammatical patterns 
not yet done by others but me as below in this paper. 
<Frequency of Grammatical Patterns> 
001 Igr. -e(a) kata -<>1(o ~ ) 7tt:J- 741 
003 1 - ci(yo) - Al (k) 539 
005 1 - ci anhta( - cito anhta) 468 
-Al ~t:J-(-Al.£ ~t:J-) 
etc. 
002 2 - ko iss ta 
004 1 - e cwuta 
006 -e(a) ota 
(gr.=grade) 
-:il 9J. t:J- fi37 
- <>1 'f- t:J- 468 
- <>1(or) .2.t:J- 428 
The above findings are useful in the following ways: First, they are 
instructive in developing a rational basis for pedagogical syllabi and 
materials in teaching Korean as a foreign or a second language. Second, the 
findings can also be applied to analyzing the order of presentation of 
morphemes in elementary Korean materials for children in Korea. Third, the 
findings are relevant to machine translation because they provide infonnation 
on which Korean expressions are more preferable in translation. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Research Questions 
This paper is a Quantitative study of the frequency of simple verbal 
endings and complex agglutinating endings in Korean, such as pre-final 
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and final endings. 
The paper also addresses the issue of ordering grammatical patterns for 
foreign learners of Korean and Korean school children in an attempt to 
design a rational ordering of a grammatical syllabus. Findings from this 
research are also useful in establishing an ordering of grammatical items for 
machine translation. 
Though Korean is now taught around the world, and shows strong signs 
of continued expansion, innovation in teaching methods has been slow 
compared with other major languages. Indeed, beginning-level instructional 
materials have yet to follow a well-researched order of introduction 
according to grammatical principles. The research in this paper provides 
empirical evidence to support the development of a standardized grammatical 
syll abus based on real language use that can be used both to develop 
future materials for learners of Korean and to evaluate existing materi als. 
Though not central to the main research questions of this paper, the 
findings from this research are also important in improving the efficiency 
and accuracy of computer automated translation programs to and from 
Korean and English and Korean and Japanese. Though the results of this 
research apply to two seemingly different fields, they are linked by a 
common corpus of data derived from the same methodology. In addition, 
both fields are also growing in importance as the effects of globalization 
increase opportunities for international communication. 
Seen from this perspective, this research is basic research on which other 
research and practical applications should be based. 
1.2. History of Quantitative Research on Modern Korean 
Examples of early quantitative research on modem Korean that follow a 
rigorous empirical method are Lee (1989a,b,c, 1990a,b) are noted in the 
references. "A Glottometrical Study of Korean Lexicon" (1989a,b,c), "The 
Functional Load of Phonetic and Phonological Rules in Modem Korean" 
(l990a), and "Functional Load of Syntactic Phenomena in Modem Korean" 
(1993) are based on Lee (1986), which introduced quantitative methods 
developed by Dr. Altmann of Bochum University to Korea. Trier University 
is now the center of quantitative linguistics, and the field now has an 
active international academic society. As a result, there is a now a large 
literature on quantitative linguistics as applied to other languages that can 
be referred to. 
Morphological researches by An Py6nghui (1965, 1967) provided a base 
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for the application of the above research methods. The 1956 Ministry of 
Education report entitled "A Survey of Word Frequency in Korean" only 
surveyed the frequency of the basic form of verbal endings, not their use in 
real language. A comprehensive survey of the use of verbal endings in 
agglutination had yet to appear because such research requires an immense 
corpus and tagging of raw data, although this is a profoundly interesting 
project. 
In 1997, I conducted the first survey of agglutinating suffixes (e. g. , 
conclusive morphemes and non-conclusive morphemes), entitled "Quantitative 
Research on Verbal Morphemes in Modem Korean" (Lee 1997b). Since then 
I have not been able to expand this research to a large corpus but this 
first pilot study already revealed a valuable index such as typical order of 
frequency no matter how large is the size of corpus. A couple of others ' 
studies (Kim et a!. 1998, 2000) on the frequency of suffixes have been 
reported based on their larger corpus but those of grammatical patterns not 
yet done by others. Of course, there is no other research to date on the 
frequency of use of both suffixes and grammatical patterns from the same 
corpus. 
The complexity of pre-final and final verbal inflections, such as passive, 
causati ve, aspect, honorifics, and humble forms in Korean causes difficulties 
for foreign learners and Korean children. For example, in the agglutinating 
verb "kkae-tturi-si-ot-ges-sumni-da-man," foreign learners have difficulty 
in distinguishing boundaries among the various morphemes. In most 
dictionaries, some of the morphemes (kkae-, tturi-, -si- respectively and 
kkaetturi- as a single entry) in the above example would be listed as 
separate entries, but agglutinated forms are not listed. Thus, learners who 
cut morpheme boundaries in different ways (kkaettu-, -risi-, for example), 
will not be able to find the appropriate entry in the dictionary. 
It may be possible to solve the problem of morpheme boundaries by 
listing frequently mistaken forms as separate entries, but the possible 
combinations of mistaken forms is immense, and it is not wise to list 
mistaken forms in a dictionary. What is needed instead is to help learners 
develop metalinguistic awareness of how to distinguish morpheme 
boundaries properly in the early phases of acquisition. To do so, a 
quantitative measure of which morphemes are used most frequently is 
needed to develop a grammatical syllabus that helps learners develop a 
sufficient metalinguistic awareness. For example, if it is found in survey of 
the frequency and actual use of the morpheme combination "-otket-" that 
the combination should be introduced to learners in the early stages of 
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acquisition. An understanding of the frequency of all morphemes and 
morpheme combinations will provide a much deeper understanding of how 
to develop an appropriate grammatical syllabus. In addition to conclusive 
final endings, this research will investigate the frequency of non- conclusive 
final endings. Although it is very needed to many kinds of application, a 
quantitatively thorough analysis of the frequency of use of these final 
endings has yet to appear. 
2. Di scuss ion 
2. 1. Research Method 
Two principles are involved in the research methcxi used in this paper. 
The first is related to the corpus of data, and the second is related to the 
methcxi of analysis. Given that this paper is focused on the frequency of 
different morphemes in mcxiern Korean, the corpus should cover all of the 
genres of language use found in modem (the twentieth century) Korean, 
but this is not only impossible from a logistical point of view, it is also an 
inefficient use of resources. To overcome this problem and achieve the 
stated goals of the research by minimal-but-meaningful investigation, the 
corpus was designed to include a balance of various representative genres 
of language use. A larger corpus is more valid than a smaller corpus, so 
every effort was made to use a valid-size corpus in this pilot study done 
by a single scholar. The corpus for this small-scale research consisted of 
100,000 tokens. These tokens can be either a single word or a "nominal 
plus particle(s) " or a "verbal stem plus ending(s)" and be called a 
"orthographic word." The choice of subcomponents ("sub-corpora") to 
include in the corpus is also critical to developing a valid research design. 
Table 1. Contents of the Corpora 
materials no. of tokens proportion to the total 
newspapers 31,759 30.25% 
the bible 24,793 23.62% 
poems 3,696 3.52% 
novel 22,727 21.65% 
---------------------- -------------- -------- ----------------------
play 8,279 7.89% 
TV drama 5,393 5.14% 
current event program 3,331 3.17% 
TV news 4,998 4.76% 
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The total number of tokens in the corpora in Table 1 is 104,976. Genres 
of language related to current events, such as newspapers and TV news, 
reveal the current trends in lexical production, whereas as the Bible (the 
Genesis in new translation), poems, novels, and plays reveal information on 
lexical comprehension. Colloquial genres of language, such as plays, TV 
drama, current events programs (a program entitled "Producer's Notebook"), 
and TV news, make up 21% of the corpus. It is tempting to argue that an 
ideal corpus should be based on a 50-50 balance between spoken and 
written language, but the corpus of spoken data presents some problems 
because, not only is such data difficult to process, but it is also difficult to 
control for the quality of the data. 
Thus, if the COrplS of spoken data goes rrruch beyond '2JP/o of the corpus, it 
creates more problems than it solves. Poems are not part of daily life, but they 
were included in the corpus because literary works contain a rich and diverse 
use of rmrpherres that should not be discounted. It is possible to question the 
inclusion of data from plays written in the 1940s, but such data add a diachronic 
elerrent to the study that helps balance the data taken from young people today. 
10 the case of the TV program "Producer's Notebook," the edition of the 
program entitled "A Look at Hungry North Korea from the Edge of the Tumang 
River" contains examples of spoken language in North Korea, which helps 
expand the range of the corpus but by less than 1% to avoid great interference. 
The most accurate way to analyze the use of verbal endings and 
grammatical patterns in the above corpus would be for the researcher to 
examine the each corpus carefully qualitatively with his or her eyes, but the 
limitation of this method are obvious: it is impossible to deal with such a 
large amount of data using qualitative rrethods alone. Mechanical quantitative 
measures, rreanwhile, are not suitable to catch the all of the depth of human 
comrrrunication in a text. TIlls problem affects the analysis of morpheIres in 
this paper because the rrethods used cannot capture the contextual details and 
clues that influence the interpretation of morphemes in the text. To resolve 
this conflict, this paper combined two research methods. To facilitate the 
research, a list of verbal endings and grammatical patterns, which is 
presented in List 1 and List 2, was devised from existing research. 
List l. Pre-final Verbal Endings (23 items) 
ke 71 keyss 39- n(ta)L (t:J-) nai(ta) t..j-ol(t:J-) nu(n!nya!nci) ~(L/1...f/L A]) 
nun(ta) ~(t:J-) te cl li 2.] sao ).}.2.. saop).~ sap.AJ si "'1 ass ~ 
ess ~ yess ~ 0.2.. op % usi .2-"'1 uo.2...2.. uop.2.. % cao A}.2.. 
caop A~ cap 11-
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List 2. Final Verbal Endings (Em items) 
kena 71 Lt ---- cil ~ (Cf. See List 6 for details) 
The list of pre-final and final endings in List 1 and List 2 above is based 
on an analysis of books on Korean grammar. Conclusive and non-conclusive 
final endings are included in the category of final verbal endings, and 
different a1lomorphs of the same morpheme are categorized. 
The preliminary list of grammatical patterns was developed by analyzing 
basic Korean textbooks used in schools. In the process of developing the 
list, a rank of the introduction of the various morphemes for each textbook 
was recorded in the last column. The resulting comparison of the frequency 
of use from this study and the ranking of introduction from textbooks can 
be used to detennine the validity of the syllabus contained in each textbook. 
Of course, the frequency of use of morphemes should not be the only 
consideration in developing an appropriate syllabus for textbooks because 
some verbal endings and grammatical patterns that are low in frequency 
are critical in certain situations. In comparison with the actual frequency of 
content lexical items, however, the frequency of verbal endings and 
grammatical patterns is an important factor in determining the grarrnnatical 
syllabus because, compared with content lexical items, verbal endings, and 
grammatical patterns are not influenced by the conversational situation. 
Proof of this lies in the fact that the possible variation in grarrnnatical 
patterns is greater than that in content lexical items. 
A list of grammatical patterns in standard Korean textbooks is given in 
List 3 according to the order and the form in which they appear in a given 
book in List 4. Complex combinations of morphemes were not analyzed 
separately. In order to show the general interest of textbook authors these 
forms are enumerated here as collected without modification. Consequently 
they show individual styles, for instance, forms with or without euphonic 
vowels. 
In spite of length I present al l the list in the alphabetical order since it 
will serve as an co-referential index to find a certain item with its rank no. 
in the List 7 of frequency rank. 
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List 3. A Survey of Grammatical Patterns by the Korean Alphabetical Order 
rank grammalical patterns frequency level of 
textbooks 
0148 ka anila 7} o} Y 2} 
(ffij kacang 71'J 36 
0149 kathun kes ~.g. ~ 7 
0045 -kena -ken. - l1et -}jet 54 
IYZlI -kenul hamubnye - }j~ 5I~ oj 0 
rol3 -keuy }j 9J 23 
0041 (kes) pakkey(nun) (~) 'ltoJJ(i::) 60 
0012 -key toyta - 7\1 ~ ej 243 
0217 -key malyemta -7\1 o}it!°lej 2 
0036 kyengwu(ey) ,,<! ~( oJll 81 
0168 -ko namyen - 2 et'iJ 5 
0076 -ko nase -2 et"i 25 
0155 -ko naca -2 et~} 6 
0245 -ko ma!koyo -2 'It 2 Jl. 
0120 -ko poni - 2 .\!. Y 11 
0002 -ko issta - 2 ~ ej 687 
1YZl2 -ko hayse pantusi -2 iII "i '1lE."1 
0196 -koca hata -~} ?if "I 
0184 -kon hata -t: 5fej 
0179 kwa kathi i!f ~ol 
0319 -kwankeyro i'! 711 £ 
0064 -kwunyo -ii' Jl. 30 
0320 kulehkey -ul suka epsta :::r ~ 7\1 
-% '1'7} ~q 
0246 -ki kuciepsta -71 :::J.;<I~q I 
1YZl3 -ki nalumita -71 t.f ~olq 0 
0037 -ki ttayrnuney -71 "I~"l 73 
0104 -ki malyemta -71 of it! °lej 14 
0044 -ki sicakhata -71 "l'>l?ifq 55 
0185 -ki silhta -71 ~q 
1YZl4 -ki wihaye -71 ~?ifoj 
0050 -ki wihay(se) -71 ~*Aj) 46 
rolO -ki ceney -71 ~"II 23 
0197 -ki ccaki epsta -71 ~ol ~ej 3 
1YZl5 -kika musepkey -717} ·'PJ 7\1 
0121 -kika pappukey -717} H)!'!.JlI 11 
1YZl6 -kika potanun -717) .\!.eji:: 0 
0215 -kika yesaita - (717)) "I,,}olej 
rol5 -kikkaci -71 ~}AI 21 
0114 -kimm -71i:: 12 
1YZl7 -kimm kosahako -71i:: 2A}tf2 0 
1YZl8 -kito halyeniwa -715'. 5Ioj y9} 0 
1YZl9 -kilan -71 ~ 
0055 -kilo hata -71£ 5fej 30 
0198 -kilul palata -71 ~ "}2}ej 3 





rank grammatical patterns frequency level of 
textbooks 
0186 -kipotanun -7I!1.ej i:: 
0218 -kiya -7lot 
018 -kiekho 710J j! 
0156 -kieynun(nemu ekwulhata 6 
-7Iojli:: (l.i'i'- ~t5fq) 
(XXi6 -kin -{! (nominal ending , nun i::) 30 
0219 -kiIay -7J ?JI 2 
0016 -kka - ~)(jnterrogali ve) 200 
0321 kkacilato *12} .s=. 
0095 kkuthey itoJI 
0220 -n kimey - L 7,j oj) 
0169 -n taumey - L q%"I1 
18 
2 
0070 -n sasil(i issta) -L ,,)~ ( o l :Uq) 29 
roi2 -n yang(jta) - L o,}(oltf) 31 
0137 -n oeki epsta - L "~ol ~ej 8 
0221 -n oeki issta -L ~~ol :Uej 
0115 -n phyenita -L DJ 01 q 12 
0043 -nil tayno -LIe. t!I£ 58 
(kkuthnanun tayno itet i:: t!I £) 
roiO -nil moyangita -LIe. .£0Jolej 32 
0144 -nil pa -LIe. H) 
0280 -nil paka issta -L/i!. ")7}:uq 
0199 -nil pepita - LIe. 'Il 01 "I 
0097 -nil seyrnita -LIe. ".l°lej 17 
0247 -nka pota -L7}.I!.ej 
0281 -na -na ttokkathta -'1 -'1 !!i~q 
0282 -na -na ma:hankocita -lj -lj olM~lq 0 
(YJ)() -na pota -'1 .l!.ej 3 
0222 -na sipta - '1 11 tf 
(X1.j2 -nayo -tf Jl. 19 
0166 lnaykaJ JXl~eynun (\j)7}) J!71'1 l:(as far as) 5 
0283 -nyanuntusi -t.fi:: *°1 
0187 -neyyo -ljlJl. 
0284 -nolanikka -~ 2} y ~} 0 
0248 -nolamyen -~ '* '1! 1 
0096 -(nu)nyako <hata) - (~)t.f.:i! (51"1) 17 
0285 -nunyanun tusi - =-t.f<o *°1 0 
0170 -num (ayey, chalali) -ci- 5 
=-y (0)<>1, j )2}<l) -AI 
0286 -nulanikka - =- 2} *) 
0287 -nuramyen - =- '* 'iJ 
0201 -nun killo -i:: 7J£ 
0188 -nun kiley -i:: 7J "l 
0189 -nun kilita -<0 7J 01 ej 
0288 -nun !rimey -<0 7,j oj) 
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rank grarrunaticai patterns frequency level of rank grarrunaticai patterns frequency level of 
textbooKs textl:ooKs 
0157 -nun tocwung(ey) -e 5'.~( 0Ii) 0015 malita PJolt:! 211 
0111 -nun tongan(ey) -e %'1!(ofI) 13 Qa;0 mapsasa '1HA 
0171 -nun ttay -e ajJ 0181 myense(yo) ,,,H eR) 
0172 -nun mankhum -~ pJ-s- 0211 mosci anhkey '1;"1 ?i~1 
0250 -nun pa -e "I 0190 -pnitaman -tJ yt:!pJ 4 4 
0\22 -nun paramey -e "~"ll 11 0078 panmyen(ey) '/!'tHO\]) 2) 3 
0251 -nun perusi issta -e lIJ ~ol ~ t:! 0234 pilok (-ulcilato) "I ~ (-t"Ie!5'.) 2 
0252 -nun seli issta -e -1t ol ~ t:! ro.l4 ppun(man) anila l,!-('1!) oly e! 19 
0253 -nun ili issta -e 'lIol 9lt:! 0038 sai(ey) AI 01 (0Ii) ~ 
0093 -nun ccrn(eyse) -ic {J(OIIAi) 19 0099 sang(yel<sasang,sasilsang ) 17 
0223 -nun cwung(ey) -e ~( O!I ) 2 AJ("lAfJ'J, AI~AJ) 
0289 -nun thong(ey) - ic %0\1 0 0\94 selma '\lpl 4 
0290 -nuntakena -et:!7-l Lf 0046 -sulepta -6~t:! 52 
0291 -nun!ey oohta -ic r11 tt:! 0165 simcie {l"loJ 
0254 -nuntwung manuntwung 0150 amu -na ol-'¥- - Lf 
-~% o}~% 0048 -ass!aka - ~t:!71 50 
0255 -nuntul -t=~ 4 0052 -e kaciko -oJ 7fAIJl 40 
0322 -nunkhenyeng -e7N 0 3 0026 -e nayta -oJ 4\ q III 
0034 -nikka - Y ~I(reasan) 93 1 0022 -e nohta -oJ 'tt:! 140 
0017 -!aka -t:!71 20\ 2 0067 -e tdaka hata - oJ 'i!e!Jl "It:! 30 
0011 -taka (potal -t:!il ();!.t:!) 276 0138 -e tayta -oJ t:JIt:! 8 
0202 tanikka(yo) -qY7JI(.R) 0030 -e twuta -oJ 'f-t:! ~ 
0224 -tatentey -t:!~[11 0081 -e tul ita -oJ -'=. 2jt:! 23 
0225 -tatunci - t:! ~"1 1 0294 -e pelushata -oJ »J~"lt:! 
0292 -tasiphihata -t:l"1 lIJ"lq 0 3 0028 -e pelita -oJ »J2jt:! 1(6 
0032 -tan mali(ya) -~ 'll0J( 0~) 98 0009 -e pota - oJ !1.q 3\0 
0089 -tapta -'1f t:! 20 0295 -e poassca - oJ !1. ~;<1 0 
0259 tangyenhi -ci '1!- 'l'! ~1 -"I 1 4 0204 -e ppocjta - oJ ~"It:! 
0069 taysin(ey) t:JI~(OIJ) 30 2 0007 -e issta -oJ 9l t:! 392 
0130 -tayya - t:JI.R. 9 1 0004 -e cuta -oJ 'Tt:! ~ 
0074 -tel<wun(yo) -cj ;r(.R) 26 0010 -e cita -oJ "It:! 293 
0203 -telako(ya) -Cje!il(.R.) 0228 -e clliuta - oJ ;;Ift:! 
0084 tele cj i!j 22 Qa;1 enu - (j)na oJ Oo -(oIH 
0158 -tenttay -~ '1 6 0\05 -eta cwuta - oJ t:! 'Tt:! 14 
0226 -ten chamita -~ %olt:! 0296 -eta kwaynchanhta -oJ5'. ~tit:! 0 
0'.Ri (to) -ul kyem (5'.) -t 7,j 0191 -eta toyta -oJ5'. £It:! 4 
0023 -talok (hataJ -5'.~ ("Iq) 119 0128 -eta cohta -oJ5'. tA \0 
0129 (toyl swu isslnun han ( ~'? ~)l: ~ 9 3 0297 -ese kulayssnunci -oJAj :1.;3,,"10 
0127 -tunci -tunci -e"l -PI 10 2 0298 -ese kulenci -<>!Ai :1.;;i"1 0 
0227 -Ianun !tusGta) - i!}e !}(olt:!) 2 0173 -ese cwukkeyssta -oJAj ~~t:f 
0293 -Iak rnallakhata -~ 'lt~"lt:f 1 0\39 -esenun antoyta -oJAje '1!£jt:! 
0063 mace pl~ 31 3 0205 -eselata -oJAje!5'. 
0164 man hayta oJ ~5'. 6 3 0001 -e(a) kal<l -oJ(ol) ,Iq 741 
0210 manyak -umyen o..!~ -£.<;1 0006 -e(a) ota -oJ(ol).2.t:! 428 
0323 mamey hana -umyen ,(!'l *1-.Q.'1l 0 0106 -eya toyta -oJo~ £It:! 14 
0086 manil (-umyen) 'e!'lI (-£.<;1) 21 0299 -eya elmana -keyssupnikka 0 
0057 manhal<l 'Il-"lt:! 36 -oJo~ 'll0I Lf -~~y~1 
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rank grammatical patterns frequency level of rank grammatical patterns frequency level of 
textbooks textOOoks 
0020 -eya hala -<>I 01 tfcf 153 rJlfj7 (u}ro malmiama (.9.) 3'. 'If° l ~o} 0 
roi3 -eyakeytta - <>I ol>!lcf 40 0071 ulo samta .9.3'. 'lIcf 'll 
roil -eyaci -<>1 01"1 32 0154 (uh-o inhayse (.9.)3'. 'ti "i!Aj 6 
0042 -(ess)ketunyo -( ~)Ji'i':.s. 60 0126 (uh-o hayse (.9.)3'. "i!Aj 10 
0119 -(ess)keyssna -(~)::'XL/ 11 0049 (uh-oputhe (.9.)3'.4' ''1 47 
lX'D0 -esstayssca -~;ilA 0 0140 -umyen hata -.9.'E tfcf 8 
0029 -(ess)teni - (~)cjy \03 0229 -umyen, elmana cokeysseyo 2 
0145 -essteni -~cjLj -E-~, 'lloH H<>I.s. 
0192 -esstelamyen -assultheyntey roJO -usey -.9.AII 20 
- ~cl2\~ -~%\lI(11 0031 -useyyo -E-Al.s. 99 
lX'DI -esstelamyen -essulkel 0\03 -(u)sipnita -(.9.)'\lYcf 14 
- ~"l2\~ -~H 0035 -(u\sipsio -('''. ) -llAI~ 89 
0302 -esstelamyen -ulkel 0256 -un kami issta -~ yol ~cf 
-~cl2\~ -H 011 2 -un keyeyyo -~ Ji"il.s. 13 
0014 -essten - ~'<! 213 0159 -un kyelkwaOo) -~ ~,*(3'.) 6 
0206 -essess -~S1 3 0146 -un/nunkayo -~/<:7}.s. 7 
lX'D3 -essumyen siphta -~.9.'E ~cf 0176 -un/nunkelyo -~/<:~.s. 5 
0100 ey kwanhan 0H!~ 16 0160 -un ttay -~ 'lI 6 
0304 ey talye issta oJI 'iti!J ~cf 0 0193 -un mankhum -.g.~ 4 
0033 ey tayhan oJl t1I~ 95 0079 -un ili issta -~ ~ol ~cf 24 
0077 ey tayhayse oJI t1I"i!Aj 25 0039 -un chay -~ ,,~ III 
0040 ey ttara(se) oJI *2\(Aj) 62 0174 -un chek(hata) -~ ;.j(tfcf) 5 
(Yll5 ey mesci anhkey "iI *"1 ?i~1 0216 - (un) chey anhta -(~) ;j ?icf 
0151 ey pulkwahala oJI *'*tfcf 0143 - (un) cheyhata -(~) "ltfcf 
0'ai2 ey pihamyen oJI ~ltf'E 0175 -(un) huey -~H 5 
0'ai3 ey uyhamyen cl .ej tf'E 0047 -unteyyo -~(II.s. 51 
0024 ey issta oJI ~ cf 114 0240 unkhenyeng ~7J ~ 
0324 ey cephan oJl >,j~ 0 0098 -ul kanungsengi isswkhuta/nophta 17 
0236 ey cinaci anhta oJI "I L/ "I ?i cf -% 7}';rAJ 01 ~cf/3cf/~cf 
0325 eykeytunci oJl~I'i':"1 0 0131 -ul keyeyyo -% ;>Jot.s. 
0054 eyta(ka) oJIcf(7f) 38 0091 -ul kes(kkaci) epsta -% ~(7Jf~J) M 20 
0212 eyto pulkwuhako ojJ£ *'i'tf.:il 0123 -ul kyeyhoykita -% 71ltJ olt:! 11 
0305 eytunci oJl'i':;<1 0019 -ul/nun su(J<al ep;ta -tti': 'T17}) ~.cI 169 
0237 eyselato ojJ Aj2\£ 0230 -ul torika epsta -% BJ7} ~A 2 
0153 (ey)seputhe ("iI)Aj.!f-cJ 0231 -ul tcrika issta -% £<-i7} ~t:! 
0238 yekan oj{! 4 roil -ul tushata -% *tfcf 45 
0326 yeylul tulmyen oe~ i~ 3 0257 -ul ttalumita -% a}~ol cf 
0239 yeylul tule 'l~ ~<>j 0018 -ul ttay -% ~ 189 
0327 weynilinci ~'ll'ti~1 0330 uliIul mulupssuko %/~ t%1':.:il 0 
0328 weynci ~;<l 0101 uVlul ceyoyha(ko) t/~ >i£ltf(.il.) 16 
0'ai9 -(ulna mana -(.9.)t.f o} t.f 0 0141 ul lika epsta -% <-i7} ~cf 8 
005S -ulamyen - E-2\~ 36 0232 -ul maumi issta -% 01%01 ~t:! 2 
0136 -(ulle kalE. - (.9.)~ 7lcf 8 0113 -ul rnankhum -t tlJ-s- 13 
0072 - (u)lyeko hata -(.9.)i!J.:il tft:! 26 0107 -ul manhata -% oJtfcf 14 
0270 -(u)]yenikka -(.9.)i!JL/~} 0258 -ul mokcekulo -% ~~.9.3'. 
0183 -(u)lyetaka (malko) -(.9.)~t:}71 ('!l.il.) 4 0132 -ul mulyep -%H 
0244 - (u)lyeten chamita -(.9.)af'il -'Jolcf I 0329 ul palangulo % ~1F6.9.3'. 0 
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rank grammatical patterns frequency level of 
textbooks 
0116 -ul[l!X!nhata -% ~ ij-tj 
0167 -V +ul ppun(rnan) anila 
-V+% It(~) ofLJ 2} 
0306 -ul sayngkakto rnoshata 
-% )~Zf£ *OItj 
CfJJ7 -ul smg siphta -% "J 'li tj 
12 
0013 -ui swu(ka) issta -% ",(7}) ~cf 225 
0147 -ui swupak!<ey epsla -% ",';!("l ~q 7 
0108 -ul yeycengita -% oI 7Joltj 14 
r:flfJ7 -ul ili issta -% 'll°l ~ et 
0308 -ul casinissta -% ~f {! ~ tj 
CfJJ9 -ul cekey -% ~ Oll 
rol2 -ul cengtolo -% 'll £5'. 23 
0177 -ul cikyengita -% AI7J 01 tj 5 
03\0 -ul chamita -% ~Jo l tj 
0\09 -ul the(ita) -% Ej (oltj) 14 
0\42 ul thotaylo %.£ tli5'. 8 
0\61 ul thonghayse % t"1lA1 6 
0088 (ui ) phoham(hayse) (%) !E~}("1IA1 ) 20 
0162 -ui philyoka issta -% U.7} ~ cf 
0311 -ul hyanghayse -% "J'iI A1 
0312 -ulkeyyo -%~I .R. 
0110 -ulkka(hata) -% 7JHOIcf) 14 
0313 -ulnunci maluta -%1=AI 5'..§.tj 0 
0314 -ultong rnaitong -%% 'lI:% 0 
0315 -uUak maUak -%~'lI:~ 
0133 -uUayyo -%<II.R. 
0208 -ulcilato -% AI 2} £ 
0316 -uiciencmg -%AI ~'ll 
0075 -ultheyni(kka) -~~ LJ (~f) 26 
0209 -ultheymyen -% ~ '1! 
0117 -ulthentey -% ~ [11 
0134 -urncikhata(mcikhata) 
-%;oJ OItj (o;oJ%}tj) 






rank grammatical patterns 
0059 i anila 01 °fLJ 2} 
0268 G)ko kaney (oll :il {tOll 
0331 iko kaney °l:il {toll 
0214 G)ko rnweko (oll:il 'N :il 
0241 iko rnweko °l:il 'I1 :il 
0242 ilatunci 0 1 2}~AI 
0264 ilase 01 2}A1 
0008 -(i)ya -(01101 
0152 iyamaio °101",t5'. 
0135 (i)oyey (0 1121 otI 
0213 ioyey 0121 Oll 









0058 -inka - ~71 30 
0102 iltan (-la hamyen) 'lH! (-cf ij- '1l) 16 
0118 -cake (hata) -~I:il (01 tj ) 12 
0233 -calli -AILJ 2 
0317 -catunci -~I~~I 0 
0163 -camyen -AI'1! 6 
0265 cachis(hamyen) AI ~(OI'1!) I 
0058 -canl!a(yo) - QfoH.R.) 33 
0025 -cekulo -~ 2.5'. 
rffl:I -cekin -~ ~ 
0125 cenhye 'l:! ~ 
0\95 celtaylo '1! tli5'. 
0332 ceykilai ;oj71"1 
0333 ceyeyki ;oj 011 71 
0021 corn * 
0243 com:herem *><1 ~ 
0334 cwusipsa 'Hl Af 
0178 -ci kulay(yo) -A] :1 ZlI (.R.) 
0005 -ci anhta( -cito anhtal 







0003 -ci (yo) -~](.R.) 5.1l 
0087 thas(ital lj/-(oltj) 21 
0182 hato (nemu) -ese t\£ (LW) -oJ"l 5 
0318 -hay maci anhumye -ill '171 ?i~llj 
List 3 above, which includes some adverbial phrases that are related to 
the structure of the sentence, is a list of grammatical patterns in standard 
Korean textbooks. List 4 shows the teaching materials for learners of 
Korean, but the titles of materials are omitted after each grammatical 
patterns since there were too many overlapped occurences. 
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List 4. Surveyed Teaching Materials for Learners of Korean 
Chang, Suk-in (1982) Modem Conversational Korean, Seoul Computer Press, 
Seoul. 
Park, Francis YT. (984) Speaking Korean 1 . 2, Hollym Co., Seoul. 
Training Center for Korean Language and Literature (1989) Korean 1-4, 
Korean Cultural Research Center, Korea University, Seoul. 
Vandesande AV. and Yunsook Hong (1991 ) Myongdo 's Korean 1' 2, 
U sinsa, Seoul. 
Park, Chang-Hai and Ki-Dawk Pak (992) Korean 1 · 2: An Intensive 
Course, Yonsei Univ. Press, Seoul. 
Rogers, Michael c., Clare You and Kyungnyun K. Richards (1992) College 
Korean, Univ. of California Press, Berkeley. 
Language Research Institute, Seoul National Univ. (993) Korean 1-2, (997) 
Korean 3-6, P'ungnam, Seoul. 
Lee, Sang-Oak et al, (1993) Korean through English I . II . III, (1998) Rev. 
ed., HolIym Co., Seoul. 
Chang, Namgui and Yong-chol Kim (1993) Functional Korean, HolIym Co., 
Seoul. 
Korean Language Institute (1gg) Korean 1-6, Yonsei Univ. Press., Seoul. 
Chang, Namgui and Yong-chol Kim (1996) Active Korean: A Functional 
Apprrxzch, HolIym Co., Seoul. 
Beckers-Kim, Young la (1996) Koreanisch fur Anjiinger, HolIym Corp., 
Seoul. 
From the above lists, a list for the first stage of analysis was chosen. 
The "Search Function and Dictionary (HGREP)" developed in 1992 by 
Hangul and Computing, Inc., the producer of a popular Korean software 
program, was chosen for the first analysis. Using this program, all of the 
morphemes that included the letters L, 2 , P was excluded, because 
HGREP cannot analyze these consonants in the syllable-final position. 
In order to expand the analysis, a program entitled "HAM" (Korean 
mophological parser), which was developed by Professor Kang Sung-shik of 
Hangsong University, was used. From an analysis of the entire corpus, 
results that contained the letters L, 2, ]:] were detected individually for 
re-evaluation. "HAM" was used in the second stage of analysis because 
using it from the first stage of analysis would have burdened the program 
excessively by showing all the possibilities of analysis. The results of the 
second stage of analysis are presented in the section below. 
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2.2. Resu lts of the Analysis 
2.2 . 1. Prefina l Verba l Endings 
List 5. Prefinal Endings Listed by the Alphabetical Order 
no. list of mo!1lhemes frequency rank no. list of morphemes frequency rank 
PFEOO1 ke 163 009 PFEXl13 si 352 0(J7 
PFEOO2 kess 453 006 PFEXl14 ass 1300 003 
PFEOO3 n(ta) 454 005 PFEXl15 ess 2454 001 
PFE004 nai(ta) 0 014 PFEXl16 yess 1498 002 
PFEOO5 nu (nlnya/nci) 127 011 PFEXl17 0 0 014 
PFEOO6 nun(ta) 557 004 PFEXl18 op 0 014 
PFEOO7 te 196 008 PFEXl19 usi 34 012 
PFEOO8 ro(kwuna!kv.'l.!IYe)* 4 013 PFEXl20 uo 0 014 
PFEOO9 li 147 010 PFEXl21 uop 0 014 
PFEXl10 sao 0 014 PFEXl22 cao 0 014 
PFEXlll saop 0 014 PFEXl23 caop 0 014 
PFEXl12 sap 0 014 PFEXl24 cap 0 014 
*'ro(kwuna!kwurye)'£'(TLf!Tc1)'can be excluded from this li st. 
List 5 above reveals the ranking and frequency of appearance of pre-final 
verbal endings. The high frequency of the past tense morpheme "ot" is the 
most noticeable feature of the list. If the other two forms of the past tense 
morpheme ("yot" and "at") are included, the past tense morpheme makes up 
72% of all pre-final verbal endings. This result could have come from the 
type of texts in the corpus. This is particularly true because the Genesis 
from the Bible, newspaper articles and TV news, which most refer to past 
events, take a large portion in the corpus. However, if real language use is 
considered, references to past events are one of the most common and basic 
features of Korean language use. 
2.2.2. Fina l Verbal Endings 
List 6. Final Endings Listed by the Korean Alphabetical Order 
rank 00. ending fmIuency rank no. ending frequency 
074 FEOOI kena 71'-+ :54 346 FE009 ketulJangun71 ~ "l.g. :0 
296 FE002 kenul71 ~ : 1 094 FEOlO keJa 71 '* :38 
235 FE003 keni 71 t..J :3 143 FEOU ken {! : 13 
2S8 FE004 keniwa 71t..J~ : 2 2S8 FE012 kentay {! t!l .2 
346 FImi ketumyen 71--=- '1! :0 346 FE013 kentayn {! '(!! :0 
346 FImi ketumyenun71 --=- '1!.g. :0 346 FE014 kenmanun {! o},= :0 
073 FE007 ketun 71 l§- :55 214 FE015 kenman {!'(]- : 4 
2S8 FEOO8 ketullang 71 % "l :2 346 FE016 kesta ~t:.J- : 0 

























































kilo 71 ii'. 
kilose 71 ii'.~1 
kilose 71ii'.~1 Y 











































































ntanikkaL qy lJt 




ntapnikka L 11 y lJt 
ntapnida L 11 Y q 
ntaptita L 11 Cl q 
ntapsiko L 11 Al jl 
ntay L tll 
ntayse L tll~l 
ntayseyaL tll~lo~ 
ntayya L tll0~ 
ntey L tl1 
nteyta L <llq 
nteyto L <11£ 
nteyse Ltll ~l 
ntul L% 











(omitterl in between)4) 

































List 6 above shows the frequency of final verbal endings. No distinction 
was made between conclusive and non-conclusive final endings, so the list 
could have been divided into two separate lists. In that case, however, 
additional analysis of endings, such as "ko," "ke," and "na," that do fit 
easily into either category would have been necessary. Given that this paper 
focuses on the use of morphemes in Korean education, it is worth 
mentioning that non-conclusive final endings are usually much more 
frequent than conclusive ones. 
Results from List 6 indicate that the fi nal verbal endings "da" and "-n" 
are by far the most frequent. The frequency of individual morphemes as 
shown In List 5 and List 6 is only a superficial analysis. From a 
pedagogical point of view, the second stage of analysis is necessary, and a 
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reclassification based on the grammatical categories serves that purJ:X)se. 
In addition, making connections between the frequency of pre-final and 
final endings discussed above is also useful. This is necessary to establish 
an order that can be used in developing an appropriate pedagogical syllabus. 
A combined list of the frequency of pre-final and final verbal endings 
appears in Appendix A. 
2 .2.3 . Grammatical Patterns 
List 7. Grammatical Patterns Listed by Frequency Order 
rank grammatical patterns freg. 
(xx)1 - <>j(0l) 7ft:t -e(a) kata 741 
(xx)2 - jl ~ 4 -ko issta fK1 
(xx)3 -'''J(.ll.) -ci(yo) 539 
(XX)4 -<>j 'r4 -e cwuta 468 
(ID; -~I Ucf(-:<j£ M) -ci(to) anhta 468 
(ID; - <>j(0}).2..4 -e(a) ola 428 
(XX)7 - <>j ~ 4 -e issta 392 
(XX)8 -(oIlOF -(j)ya 330 
(XX)9 -<>j!l.4 -e pota 310 
0010 -<>j ~14 -e ata 293 
001l -4jl (!l. 4 ) -tago (IXlta) 276 
0012 - 711 £I 4 -key toyta 243 
0013 -~ ",(7}) ~4 -ul swu issta 225 
0014 -~ '1! -essten 213 
0015 'l!'°14 malita 211 
0016 -7J} -kka [interrogative] 208 
0017 - 47} -taga 201 
0018 -~ ~ -ul tlay 189 
0019 -~/e -rU}) \lJ. q 169 
-ulInun swu(ka) epsta 
0020 - <>j of t}4 -eya hata 153 
0021 ~ corn 145 
0022 - <>j w4 -e nohta 140 
0023 -£~ (t}4) - torok hata 119 
0024 oJl ~4 ey issta 114 
0025 ~ E.5'. cekuro 113 
0026 - <>I 414 -e nayta III 
0027 -~ 'i! -cekin 109 
0028 - <>j llj;!j 4 - e pe!ita la; 
0029 -(~)ci '1 -(esslteni 103 
0030 -<>j 'f-4 -e twuta 99 
0031 - E.-'lI.ll. -useyo 99 
0032 -'i! 'l!'oj(°r) -tan mali(ya) 98 


















rank grammatical patterns freg. 
0034 - '1 7J} -nika [reason] 93 
0035 -(E.)~A].2. -(u)sipsio 89 
0036 7d4-(oJll kyengu(ey) 81 
0037 -71 U1I1toJl -ki ttaymuney 73 
0038 -Alol(oJ]) -sai(ey) 68 
0039 -.g. -'H -un chay 66 
0040 oJI uf2}(Ai) ey ttalase 62 
0041 (?it) 'il .. n,,) (kes) pakkey(nun) 60 
0042 -(~)}j e.ll. -(ess)ketunyo 
0043 - L/ 2 cij 5'. -nil taylo 
60 
58 
(cf. ifete cij 5'. kkuthnanun taylo) 
0044 -7] A] ;oJ-t}4 -ki sicakhata 55 
0045 - }jet - }jet -kena -kena 54 
0046 -~~4 -surepta 52 
0047 -.g. cll.ll. -unteyyo 51 
0048 -~q71 -asstaka 50 
0049 (E.)5'..!j!.E! (u)ropulhe 47 
(XfJ() -71 ~ ""(An -ki wihay(se) 46 
roil -% ~A4 -ul tushata 45 
roi2 -<>j 71"]jl -e kaciko 40 
0053 - <>j °F~ 4 -eyakeyssta 40 
00i4 °N UI) eyta(ka) 38 
00i5 - E.2}'1! -uiamyen 36 
00i5 7}~J- kacang 36 
roi7 '1!-t} 4 manhata 36 
00i8 - ?/OH.ll.) - canha(yo) 33 
00i9 0] 0ly2} i anila 33 
<XXiO - L/2.2.°Jolct -nil moyangita 32 
<XXiI - <>j or"] -eyaci 32 
<XXi2 -L"J(0]4) - n yang(ita) 31 
0053 D}~i mace 31 
<XXi4 -;e.ll. -kwunyo 30 
<XXi5 -7]5'. t}4 -kilo hata 30 
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rank grammatical patterns freg. level of rank grammatical patterns freg. level of 
textbooks textbooks 
r:J'£J7 -01 'l<J.:it "Iq -e tallago hala 30 1 0110 -%77t{5j-tj-) -uJkka(hata) 14 1 
roJ8 - '(!7r -inka 30 2 0111 -~ %'1!(oJJ) -nun tongan(ey) 13 1 
r:J'£J9 tII~(oJJ) taysin(ey) 30 0112 -~ 7j oj).R. -un keyeyyo 13 
rmo -uf-)!(ol ~q) -n sasil(i isstal 29 0113 -% ~~ -ul mankhum 13 
rml E..'i. {}q uJo samta 27 0114 - 7 1 ~ -kinun 12 
rm2 -(E.)O\JL 5j-tj- -(u)ryeko hata 26 0115 - L "j 0) tj- -n phyenita 12 1 
0073 -7I oJ5j-;1 -kimanhamyen 26 0116 - % '\'! 5j-q -ul ppenhata 12 2 
rm4 -cii'(.R.) -tekwun(yo) 26 0117 - % ~ ,,1 -uJtheyntey 12 
rm5 -%EI) Y(1)r) -ultheyni(kka) 26 0118 -;<rJL (5j-q) -cako (hata) 12 
rm6 - 2 t+).j -ko nase 25 0119 -(~)~ t+ -(ess)keyssna 11 4 
rm7 -oJI tII"II ;.j -ey tayhayse 25 0120 - JL !i. Y -ko poni 11 2 
rms '1};1(<>I\) panmyen(ey) 25 3 0121 -7 )7r "r !"'. 7\1 -kika pappukey 11 
rm9 -i', 'lJol 9.1 tj- -un ili issta 24 0122 -~ "f~oJl -nun palamey 11 
(mJ -7) {! ol -ki ceney 23 0123 -% 711~0)tj- -ul kyeyhoykita 11 
roll - <>f E. 21tj- -e tulita 23 0124 2J"II uihay 11 
0082 -% ~J.£.'i. -ul cengtolo 23 0125 {!~ cyenhye 11 
CXID 7j 2J keui 23 2 0126 (E.) .'i. "II).j (uJo) hayse 10 1 
rol4 ci C\ teJe 22 3 0127 -:e") -:eA! -tunci -tunci 10 2 
0085 -7 )1)r" ) -kikkac.i 21 3 0128 -<>f.£ Wtj- -eto cohta 10 
rol6 oJ'll (- E.;1) maniI (-umyen) 21 4 0129 (~T ~)~ ~ 9 
rol7 'i!'(oltj-) thas(ita) 21 3 (toyl swu iss)nun han 
rol8 (t) !E~(i5IIAil (uJ) phoham(hayse) 20 0130 - tJl.R. -tayyo 9 
rol9 - '\Itj- - tapta 20 om - t 7j at.R. -ul keyeyyo 9 
<Xro -.2..Al\ -usey 20 4 0132 -t ~~ -ul muJyep 9 4 
0091 -t 11(*J) \titj- 20 3 0133 -t 1lI.R. -ullayyo 9 
-uJ kes(kkaci) epsta 0134 -%:3J 5j-tj- (:3J5j-tj-) 9 
0092 -t+.R. -nayo 19 -umcikhata (mcikhata) 
0093 -~ ':1(oI"j ) -nun cem(eyse) 19 0135 (°J)£1ol (i)oyey 8 
0094 ~('1!) °rY Cl ppun(man) anila 19 1 0136 -(E.) C\ 7rtj- -(u)le kata 8 
('J.'f.£ if <>l\ kkuthey 18 3 0137 -L~O) ~tj- - 0 ceki epsta 8 
0096 (=-)42 ("' q) (nu)nyako (hat.a) 17 0138 - <>f tIItj- -e tayta 8 
0097 -L/2'l!0)tj- -nil seymita 17 0139 -o1Aj ~ 'l!5! q -esenun antoyta 8 1 
0098 -t 7r'o- 'll°) 9.lq/3.tj-/~tj- 17 0140 - E. \'! 5j- tj- -umyen hata 8 3 
-uJ kanungsengi isstalkhutal!lOPhta 0141 -t 2l 7r \titj- -ullika epsta 8 2 
0099 "'J(~+"J, "I~AJ) 17 0142 % £ tJI.'i. ul thotaylo 8 4 
sang (yeksasang, sasilsang) 0143 -(~) >Il~tj- -(un) cheyhata 7 2 
0100 <>iI t! ~ ey kwanhan 16 1 0144 - L/2 "I -nil pa 7 
0101 tit >191 "I(:it)uliIuJ ceywoyha(ko) 16 4 0145 -~ ci Lj -essteni 7 
0102 'lit! (-rj "I'1!) iltan (-la hamyen) 16 0146 -i',/'=-7}.R. -un/nunkayo 7 
0103 -(.2..)11 Lj tj- -(u)sipnita 14 1 0147 -t 'TlIl<>l ilrj-uJ swupa!<key epsta 7 2 
0104 -71 Dr~oltj- -ki malyenita 14 3 0148 7} o}y Cl ka anila 7 
0105 -<>f ,* 'T'* -eta cwuta 14 0149 'I!:~ 11 kathun kes 7 
o[(~ - <>fat iJtj- -eya toyta 14 0150 ott -t+ amu - 03 7 2 
010'7 -t '1!~ tj- -uJ manhata 14 0151 oJI ~"I~tj- ey pulkwahata 7 4 
0100 -% ot1 'lI ° 1 tj- -uJ yeycengita 14 0152 °lot'l£.'i. iyamallo 7 3 
0100 -t Ej(oltj-) -ul the(ita) 14 0153 (o]J)"H -Ej (ey)seputhe 6 
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rank grammatical patterns freg. level of rank grammatical patterns freg . level of 
textbooks textbooks 
0154 (.2.)5'. ~"II..<i (uno inhayse 6 1 01flS 'l! tll 5'. celtaylo 2 
0155 -Jl. tf;<1 -ko naea 6 2 01flS -Jl.;<1 qq. -koca hata 3 
0156 - 7 I ojl~ (LW Qj%"i-q.) 6 0197 -71 -!J"ol ~ q. -10 ccaki epata 3 
-kieynun (nemu ekwulhata) 0198 -71~ *lq. -kiIul palata 3 
0157 -'E £'5'("1) -nun tocwung(ey) 6 0199 - L / 2 'll 01 q. -nIJ pepita 3 
0158 - 'ii .. -ten ttay 6 0200 -tf .!i q. -na pota 3 
0159 - {l:- ~3!f(5'.) -un kyelkwa(Io) 6 0201 -~ ~5'. -nun kilo 
0160 - {l:- .. -un ttay 6 0202 -q.Y7!H2. ) -!anikka(yo) 3 
0161 -% %"II..<i -ul thonghayse 6 0203 -ci Cl Jl.(2.) -telako(yo) 3 
0162 -% ~2.71 ~ r.f -u1 phi!yoka issta 6 0204 -oJ lI!fAI q. -e ppacita 
0163 -;<I'1! -camyen 6 02Q) -oJ..<i Cl S: -eselato 
0164 '1l- "11 S: man hayto 6 0206 -~~ - -essess- 3 
0165 ~AloJ simcie 6 0207 -% "J 01 ~ q. -ul ili issta 3 
0166 (41 71) .!1.71 0{ 'E (nayka) pokieynun 5 0206 -% AI Cl S: -ulcilato 4 
0167 - V • % ~( '1l- ) olyCl 5 0209 -% Oil '1! -ultheynnyen 3 1 
- V • uI wun(man) anila 0210 '1l-~ -.2. '1! manyak - tunyen 
0168 -Jl. tf'1! -ko namyen 5 0211 *;<1 ~JlJ mosci anhkey 1 
0169 - L q.%ofl - 0 taumey 5 0212 0{ £ ~T;} Jl. eyto puJkwuhako 3 3 
0170 -.'=. Y (olojJ, ;\IClcj ) -AI 5 0213 °1.2JofI ioyey 3 
-nuni (aye, chalali ) -ci 0214 (0J)Jl. 1II Jl. (i)ko mweko 2 
0171 -~ .. -nun ttay 5 0215 -(7J 7fl "lAfoJ r.f -(kika) yeysaita 2 4 
0172 -~ ~~ -nun mankhum 5 0216 -( {l:- ) >I ~r.f -(un) chey anhta 2 2 
0173 -0/..<1 "l!lr.f -ese cwukkcyssta 5 0217 - JlJ ol~ol q. -key malyenita 2 3 
0174 - {l:- ~(qq.) -un chek(hata) 5 0218 -7101 -kiya 1 
0175 - {l:- ~ol -un huey 5 0219 -~ <11 -kiIlay 2 2 
0176 - {l:-/~~ Jl. -unlnunkelyo 5 0220 -L ~ofJ -n kimey 2 
0177 -% ;<17cI 0 I q. -ul cikyengita 5 0221 - L ~ 01 ~ q. -n ceki issta 2 
0178 -AI :1<11(2.) -ci kulay(yo) 5 0222 -tf {l q. -na sipta 2 1 
0179 '4 ~ol kwa kathi 5 0223 - ~ %'(01) -nun cwung(ey) 2 1 
0180 71oJ .>1 kickho 5 0224 -q. tj '" -tatentey 3 
0181 '1!..<i(2.) myense(yo) 5 0225 - q.~;<1 - tatunci 2 
0182 "\£ (1..1-'1-) -O/A1 hato (nemu) -ese 5 0226 - tj ~Jolq. - ten chamita 2 
0183 -(.2.) cl q.7f ('l!"Jl.) 0227 - ,*~ ~(olq. ) -Ianun ttus(i ta) 2 4 
-(u)ryetaka (malko) 0228 -oJ ;\HA -e chiwuta 2 
0184 -~ qq. -km hata 0229 -.2.'1!, 'l1 0tt.J- 'NloJJl. 2 2 
0185 -71 ~q. -ki silhta -umyen, e1mana cohkeysseyo 
0186 -7J.!i q.~ -kipotanun 4 0230 -% £ 2j 7f ~ tf -u1 tolika cpsta 2 1 
0187 - ~12. -neyyo 4 0231 -% £2j 7r ~tf -u1 tolika issta 2 1 
0188 -~ ~ ol -nun kiley 4 0232 -% 01%01 ~ tf -u1 maumi issta 2 2 
0189 -~ ~ 01 q. -nun kilita 4 0233 -;<Iy -cani 2 
0190 - tI Y q. '1!- -pnitaman 0234 ~I~ (-%;<1 <f£) piJok (-u1cilato) 2 4 
0191 -oJ S: *:} -eta toyta 0235 ojJ *;<1 ~ llJ ey mosci anhkey 2 1 
0192 - ~ciCl '1! - ~%~tl1 0236 ojJ ;<1 tfl-I ~q. ey cinaci anhta 2 3 
-etsstelamyen -assultheyntey 0237 ojJ..<1 Cl S: eyselato 2 3 
0193 -.g. ~% -un mankhum 0238 oj {}yekan 2 4 
0194 11 0\ selma 0239 ojJ ~ %oJ yeylul tule 2 3 
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rank grarrunatical patterns freg . level of rank grammatical patterns freg . level of 
textbooks textbooks 
0240 .g.jl'3 unkhenyeng 3 0254 -~% cH:-% 
0241 °1J! 'I1.:il. iko mweko 2 -nuntwung manuntwung 
0242 ° I Cl ~ AI iiatunci 2 0255 -~-€ -nuntul 
0243 ~~nl comchelem 2 0255 -.g. 7,}°1 :u q -un kami issta 
0244 -( !'.)ilI'1l ;0'°1 q -(u)iyeten chamita 1 1 0'2S7 -% t4~0 1 q -ul ttanunita 
0245 -J! 'If J!.R. -ko malkoyo 1 2 025'3 -% ~"l.!'.!i'. -ul mokcekulo 
0246 -71 ::1"1 \l! q -ki kuciepsta 1 0259 'ii'l1 t l -AI tangyenhi -ci 
0247 - L 7r !i'. q -nka pota 0260 '1t~:A mapsosa 
0248 - .'r: Cl '1! -nolamyen 3 0261 "1 = -( 01lL} enu - (Dna 
0249 -'= t!I{!'lI -nun taysiney 2 0262 'lI "I tf'1! ey pihamyen 
0'lSO -'= er -nun pa 4 0263 ojJ .9J tf'1! ey uyhamyen 
0251 -c; llJ:l-'°1 ~q -nun Il'Jusi issta 0264 01 Cl"l ilase 3 
0'2S2 -c; 1101 :uq -nun seli issta 1 4 0265 Ar3!(tf'1!) cachis(hamyen) 
02S3 -'= 0Jol :uq -nun ili issta 1 1 0266 (50) -% 7J (to) -ul kyem 0 
From f.1267 to 0334 with occWTing frequency of 0 are omitted here. 
List 7 contains the results of frequency rankings of grammatical patterns 
based on the lists developed in the above section. The number on the right 
side of the page indicates the frequency of appearance. 
List 7 raises a number of issues regarding the method of adopting and 
ordering grammatical patterns for Korean textbooks. One of the most 
prominent issues is the items that are ranked as low frequency. Of the 353 
items, 79 do not appear in textbooks at all, and no appear five times or 
less. Adopting these items early in a pedagogical syllabus thus lowers the 
validity of the syllabus. That items of such low frequency appear in current 
Korean textbooks indicates that the materials contain expressions that are 
removed from real language or that reflect translations from the source 
language. In addition, in the case of items that appear frequently, an 
awareness of the order of frequency of verbal endings and grammatical 
patterns is necessary in developing effective materials. To improve the 
effectiveness of materials, items that appear a 100 times or more should be 
classified as "group I," those that appear 50-99 times as "group 2," those 
that appear 10-49 times as "group 3," and those that appear less than 9 
times as "group 4." This type of classification scheme allows for the 
creation of an objective standard that all grammatical syllabi can follow 
without sacrificing creativity. 
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3. Conclusion 
3.1 . Applying Research Findings 
The research findings discussed in this paper have the following 
applications: 
First, they establish a standard for redeveloping the grammatical syllabus 
used in teaching KSL/KFL (Korean as a second or foreign language). To 
do so, a thorough investigation of the presentation of verbal endings and 
grammatical patterns in existing KSLiKFL teaching materials is needed. 
Findings from such an investigation will show how the findings from this 
research can be used to improve the materials. 
Second, they can be used to establish a standard from which order of 
presentation of morphemes in textbooks for Korean school children can be 
reevaluated. Likewise, a reevaluation of exercises containing verbal endings 
and grammatical patterns will stimulate textbook writers to adopt the most 
natural order of presentation. 
Third, they allow developers of machine translation software (particularly 
English-Korean and Japanese-Korean) to determine which Korean 
expressions are more likely to be used in cases where two or more Korean 
expressions are acceptable. Because most research on computer automated 
translation takes place in technical fields, the use of quantitative linguistics 
research in designing software programs allows linguistics to make an 
important contribution to fields outside of the humanities. 
Fourth, results from the examination of verbal endings are applicable to 
selecting the basic forms of a morpheme with several surface-level 
manifestations. In determining what should be considered the basic form, 
naturalness of explanation and historical factors are imIXlrtant, but in cases 
where determining the basic form is difficult, the frequency of use provides 
a useful point of reference. However, because there has been a paucity of 
research on the frequency of verbal endings and grammatical patterns, it 
has not been possible even to consider the issue of frequency. Thus, for 
example, the past tense morpheme "at/ot/yot" has three surface-level 
manifestations, but from the perspective of frequency of use, "ot" is by far 
the most common manifestation and should therefore be considered the 
basic form of the past tense morpheme. 
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3.2. Remaining Issues 
Though the findings of this research and their practical application are 
substantial, quantitative research on Korean is still in the early stages of 
development with a number of problems to overcome. One obvious problem 
is the need for more data. To make strong claims for their findings, 
researchers need to test and confirm their hypotheses through an 
examination of a large corpus of data. To increase the applicability of the 
findings from this paper, a more diverse categorization and analysis of the 
data is in order, as in the preceding example in the discussion of the 
frequency of the three past tense morphemes. To deal with these issues, an 
investigation of the distribution in different sources of data is needed. As 
discussed above, a second level of analysis based on a reclassification of 
categories and an analysis of these findings forms the next stage of this 
research. An example of a reclassification of the categories given in 
Appendix A is presented under the title "Frequency Order Shown by the 
Group of A1lomorphs of the Same Ending" 
Finally, this paper offers hope that an empirical investigation of the 
distribution and frequency of grammatical particles will contribute to a 
greater understanding of this frequently researched field of Korean 
linguistics. 
Notes: 
1) An earlier research on verbal endings was conducted in 1936 as part 
of a research project sponsored by the Korea Research Foundation and 
the following researches on endings and grammatical patterns have 
been conducted in 2000 with a support from the Development Fund for 
General Research of faculty members . 
2) Considering the balance in the corpus, the sub-corpus of TV data is 
better. It is almost impossible to develop a corpus that reflects a 
balance in everYday spoken language. However, the colloquial and 
contracted forms are widely included in considering their difficulty to 
foreign learners. 
3) In the process of analysis, some of these items were supplemented by 
other morphemes. For the convenience of analysis, some of the 
supplemented morphemes were not added to the list, and processed 
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with related lists. This was only done, however, when it was thought 
that this would improve the validity of the research. For instance, 
'-nun-'and '-te-'are shown in prefinal endings and also in agglutinated 
forms with final endings for two kinds of infonnation: the frequency 
ranking of single and/or complex forms. In addition '-nuntey' and 
'-nunteytaka' are also counted respectively for distinguishable information. 
4) It is a pity that because of length I cannot present all the list in the 
alphabetical order since it will serve as an co-referential index to find 
a certain item with its (P)FE no. in the list of frequency rank. 
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(Appendix) (Pre-final and Final Endings Listed by 
Frequency Order> 
The first column in the following list denotes the order from the 
investigation by Hung-gyu Kim et al. (1998) and is called "Korea Univ. 
ordering" of the frequency of endings. In this column parentheses indicate 
that item is not investigated in "Korea Univ. ordering." Unequal marks ( > 
or < ) used between the first and the second columns shows the difference 
by more than 10 ranks. Kim, H.-G., & B.-M. Kang (2000) is reported more 
recently but the ranking of endings is almost similar to Hung-gyu Kim et 
al. (1998). 
The second part called "Pre-flnal and final endings listed by frequency 
order" is presented by the serial numbers of frequency order, starting from 
001 and FE(final ending) the 127th item -'cj- in the list arranged by the 
Korean alphabetical order; it has a frequency of 6069. 
The third column in the following list denotes the order from the 
investigation by Suh, Sang-Kyu (1998) and is called "Yonsei Univ. 
ordering" of the frequency of endings. In this column parentheses indicate 
that item is not investigated in "Yonsei Univ. ordering." Unequal marks ( > 
or < ) used between the second and the third columns shows the difference 
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by more than 10 ranks. 
The fourth part after Cf. <Frequency order of endings merged by 
































<Frequency order of 
pre-finaJ and final ending> 
001 FEI27 et ta : 6039 
002 FE042 L n : 57!XJ 
003 FE021 j], ko : 3843 
004 FE093 ;:. nun : 3056 
005 PFE015 ~ ess : 2454 
006 FE371 oj e : 2341 
007 PFEOI6 s:! yess : 1498 
008 PFE014 9.1' ass : 1300 












(Conclusive and non-con. endings merged in -:>1J.) 
010 FE643 ,,] ci : 1109 9 
011 FE355 o} a : 1070 ( ) 
012 FE326 tl yetP'lita : 87() < 45 
013 FE499 .g, un : 858 I 
014 FE408 .ll. yo : 842 ( ) 
015 FE376 oj..<i ese : 674 11 
016 FE367 o~ ya : 656 < 42 
017 FE320 \'! my en : 562 14 










FE036 71 ki : 531 
FE319 "I mye : 480 
FE347 «r y etsupnita : 475 
FE046 Let nta : 454 
F1l36O oH ase : 454 
PFEOOZ ',jl keyss : 453 
FEl58 '" ten : 449 
FE131 et j],tako : 440 










39 > 028 
17 < ()29 
FE638 ;<} ca : 361 29 
FE512 ~ ul : 359 > 7 
30 030 FE321 \'!"imyense: 357 26 
36 031 PFE013 A] si : 352 30 
29 032 FEllS ;:. tllnuntey : 312 28 
Cl. <Frequency order of endings 
merged by different allomorphs 
of the same morpheme> 
1. - L/- .g, -n/-un(v.p., a.pr. ) 
2. - et - ta 
3. -WW~ - -ass/ess/yess-
4. -j], -ko 
5. -;:. -nun 
6. -o}/- oj -a/-e 
7. - tl /"" y et -p/supnita 
8. -:>11 -key 
9. -of"1I- oj"i -asei-ese 
10. -"I -ci 
11. -L et/-;:. et -nta/-nunta 
12. -.ll. -yo 
13. _o ~ -ya 
14. -\'! -my en 
IS. - 71 -ki 
16. - "I -mye 
17. - ',jl - -keyss-
18. - 'i! -ten 
19. - et j], - tako 
20. -olet -ita 
21. - 2/-% -V-ul 
22. -A -ca 
23. - 'i!"i -myense 
24. - ,1,] - -si-


























(Ths is continued to the rank 033 on the left ) 
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48 > 033 FEI28 
23 < 034 FEI33 
32 035 FE223 
41 036 FEI20 
437 > 037 FE 166 







: 284 35 
: VI > 23 
: 256 31 
:239>25 
: 223 ( ) 
: 218 ( ) 
v < 039 FE647 ,,] '1!ciman :209>20 
: 1% () 
: 193 > 18 
: 180 > 17 
( ) 040 PFEOO7 c:i te 
51 041 FE567 
42 042 FE071 
52 043 FE062 





: 177 ( ) 
: 174 47 
40 045 FE379 "l.ll. eyo : 170 > 21 
91 > 046 FEl7l :re tus : 165 ( ) 
( ) 047 PFEOOl 71 ke : 163 ( ) 
72 > 048 FE076 t..f nya . 156 ( ) 
88 > 049 FE395 .2. 0 : 154 39 
234 > 050 PFEOO9 Cl li : 147 ( ) 
122 > 051 FE307 ?~ e} lila : 134 
( ) 052 PFEOOS ~(LM/L7'Il : l'l7 
nu(n!nyalnci) 
66 > 053 FE022 
144 > 054 FE035 
43 < 065 FEI67 
44 < 056 FE681 
24 < 057 FE226 
37 < 058 FE484 
47 < 059 FE410 
22 < 050 FE224 
78 > 051 FEI50 
84 > 052 FE340 
35 < 063 FE043 
( ) 054 FE633 
38 < 065 FE048 
1285 > 066 FE635 
65 057 FE121 
82 > 068 FE087 
55 < 059 FE068 
46 < 059 FEI03 
54 < 059 FE 117 
III > 072 FE030 
79 072 FE230 
73 074 FEI38 
113 > 074 FE375 
128 > 076 FE025 
75 077 FE414 
67 < 078 FE341 
118 > 079 FE170 
98 > 079 FE359 















: 117 > 44 
: 115 
: 114 > 37 
: 112 
: III 
: 106 > 32 




L qcntanun : 85 
















t:j-\'!tamyen : 66 
"le} e!a : 66 
2).1 kose : 61 
.2.Yuni :60 
~ so :59 
~"]tunci : 58 
°fe} ala : 58 
tl Y ~fpnikka : 57 
1285 > OB2 FE600 
139 > 083 FE007 
49 < 084 FEOOI 
34 < 085 FEl77 
1285 > 085 FE589 
70 < f%I FE257 
63 < 087 FE374 
164 > 089 FE409 
64 < 090 FE648 
105 > 090 FE663 
( ) 092 FE690 
345 > 093 FE095 
92 094 FE172 
1285 > 095 FE037 
71 < 095 FE364 
( ) 097 FE041 
69 < 097 FE261 
1042 > 097 FE370 
% 100 FE245 
81 < lOO FE385 
97 102 FE080 
87 < 102 FE346 
220 > 104 FEOIO 
374 > 106 FE044 
1285 > 106 FE628 
( ) 107 FEI87 
623 > lOB FE670 
109 lOO PFEOI9 
172 > 110 FE077 
86 < III FE232 
1285 > III FE636 
33 < 113 FE361 
529 > 114 FE072 
( ) 114 FE388 
101 < 116 FE169 
84 < 116 FE254 
74 < 116 FES15 
810 > 116 FE591 
1285 > 116 FE682 
331 > 121 FEI48 
117 121 FE231 
9 < 123 FE174 
1042 > 124 FE045 
132 125 FEI34 
695 > 125 FE644 
50 < l'l7 FE094 
144 > l'l7 FE664 
248 > 129 FEI23 
133 129 FEI68 
167 > 129 FE477 
°le} ila 
lj~ketun 
71 et kena 












: 53 > 19 
:53 
:52 >50 






:reO] tusi : 46 
7] st kilo : 45 
of.ll. ayo : 43 
7]oJI kiey . 41 
Cl clyenun : 41 
0),,] yaci . 41 
Cl le : 40 
'i!ll.eyo :40 
~I ney : 39 
11- t.j ~fsupnikka : 39 
712} kela : 38 
L~ nke! : 37 
°loj imye : 37 
2e}2llako : 36 
Ill.'<. layto : 35 
.2.A] usi : 34 
Lf2nyako : 32 
e}\'!lamyen : 31 
'1!7.J inci . 31 
of 0) aya : 30 
etY nani : 29 
"le} yela : 29 
etun :28 
ilj lye : 28 
%7!\-ulkka : 28 > 38 
01'-1 ini : 28 
01 \'!imyen : 28 
ciii'tekwun : 26 
2}ojlamye : 26 
21 :25 
L2 nko : 24 
q'-1 tani : 22 












116 < 129 FES03 
482 > 129 FE572 
216 > 129 FE650 
( ) 129 FE692 
1285 > 136 FE366 
203 > 137 FEl54 
( ) 137 FE389 
495 > 139 FEOO8 
345 > 139 FE 102 
V I > 139 FE669 
( ) 142 FE630 
1285 > 143 FE434 
192 > 143 FE573 
1285 > 143 FE691 
104 < 146 FE023 
143 146 FE088 
108 < 146 FEI06 
83 < 146 FE212 
( ) 146 FE393 
107 < 146 FE415 
( ) 146 FE417 
( ) 146 FESOl 
115 < 154 FEOll 
99 < 154 FE028 
( ) 154 FE078 
Tl < 154 FE 155 
( ) 154 FE694 
316 > 159 FE079 
657 > 159 FE081 
743 > 159 FE243 
236 > 159 FE486 
472 > 159 FE660 
185 > 164 FE(ro 
185 > 164 FE 139 
159 > 164 FEl40 
374 > 164 FE149 
? > 164 FEl59 
V5 > 164 FE162 
695 > 164 FEl83 
695 > 164 FE255 
215 > 164 FE339 
1285> 164 FE604 
( ) 164 FE652 
103 < 164 FE676 
127 < 176 FEl04 




.g,<11 untey : 20 
% t..J ~}upnikka : 20 
~ al : 20 
01 "1 'Lliciman : 20 
9Hrt..Jq.ass-
supnita : 19 
c1 ej tela : 18 
oj).1 yese : 18 
~T~nunkwulye : 17 
~itnunkun : 17 
2<l1llay : 17 
ol.£. io : 16 
E.cJ ule : 15 
% t..J q.upnita : 15 
0101).1 iese : 15 
2£ koto : 14 
=t{2 nunyago: 14 
~q~nuntanun : 14 > 36 
2"1 lci : 14 
~'ii'-t..Jq.yess ­
supnita : 14 
E. t..J ~}unikka : 14 
E. t..J 'Llunikkan : 14 
-i',~ unkel : 14 
:ctken : 13 
~kon :13 
t{~ nyanun : 13 
c1 '* £teIato : 13 
-"14- siwu : 13 
1-1 ej nela : 12 
x t..J noli : 12 
i!f rya : 12 
E.4 Ruseyyo : 12 
~'i! nunlan : 12 
=t..J nuni : 11 
q ~ Ai tamyense : 11 
q.-"lllJtasiIfu : 11 
c1 t{ tenya : 11 
,<!7f tenka : 11 
'<! lOll tendey : 11 
2~ Ikkey : 11 
oj ;>j ~ Iyeketun : 11 
4sey : 11 
01 '* '(!ilamyen : 11 
L<~ q.nteyta : 11 
E.E!.~umulo : 11 
~q. 2 nuntako : 10 > 46 
,<!7f tenka : 10 
!i'. ~ lokwun : 10 
'(! -i', myenun : 10 
180 FE204 2-'11 Isey : 9 
180 FE2Z7 ej t..J lani : 9 
76 < 180 FE358 o}£ ato : 9 
183 FE018 ril Y. keyna : 8 
























IOS < 204 FE275 





















~T<+ nunkwuna : 8 
cj t:i : 8 
~q. lanta : 8 
af ma : 8 
E.ej ula : 8 
E.oj ulye . 8 
{!cin :8 
<l1lay : 8 
oi:ct iken : 8 
L"f npa : 7 
xej nola : 7 
=ej2 nulako : 7 
q.<1 takan : 7 
2~ lkel : 7 
'* t..J ~} lanikka : 7 
Oli=<IIlyenunley : 7 
E.ej 2 ulako : 7 
"fo}"f camaca : 
"i ~ ciluJ : 7 
q7f" takanun : 6 
c 'i'~ lswulok : 6 
ojt..J lyeni : 6 
oj q.7f lyetaka : 6 
ilj '(!lyemyen : 6 
tj-"i.£.psio : 6 
E.i!f ulya : 6 
-i',7f unka : 6 
oj '(! lyemyen : 6 
a}~ manun : 6 
°it..J 7J} inikka : 6 
-"IR siyo : 6 
q.'1! taman : 5 
q..£.tao :5 
,*~Ai larnyense: 5 
ej.£. lao :5 
<t lak : 5 
oj.£. lyeo : 5 
ejq. li ta : 5 
%~ ulkel : 5 
%ej 2 ullako : 5 
%"iulci : 5 
:ct'1! kenman : 4 
qaf" tamanun : 4 
c1 '* ~ telamyen : 4 
'<!~ tenkeJ : 4 
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226 FE201 
226 FEW 
95 < 226 FE323 















2 lIt'1 lpakkey : 4 
01'1-4 Iyemuna . 4 
-"..5'. mulo : 4 
°J. °FAI ayaci . 4 
-"..5'. mule : 4 
°J.°FAI ayaci : 4 
°F"J yaman : 4 
"1q7f etaka : 4 
~'-I unya : 4 
~ilIJl.u1yeko : 4 
~ ill i:'- u1yenun: 
0111 et ikena : 4 
0111 ~ iketun : 4 
0171'1 ikiey : 4 
01 Y 'i!- inikkan : 
L tll5'. nteyto : 4 
!Ht pot.am : 4 
01 2}~ 7}j]atunka : 
110 < 226 FE693 :<fi:'- canun : 4 
226 PFErol .5'.(=NlTill) : 4 
lo(kwunalkwulye) 
250 FEOO3 11 Y keni : 3 
89 < 250 FE027 .:ilA koca : 3 
250 FE033 'r~ kwumen : 3 
250 FE058 L tJl ntay : 3 
250 FE142 'i!q tanta : 3 
250 FE205 2. All c} Iseyla : 3 
250 FE265 01 ~"I Iyenunci : 3 






















~ '1l- Iyenman : 3 
~ Y 7Jf Iyepnikka : 3 
All1 ~ siketun: 
"lR yeyo : 3 
~ill Y u1yeni : 3 
~2j Y ulini : 3 
%c} ulIa : 3 
%ofl5'. umeyto : 
01 "'I iney : 3 
°1.5'.q ilota : 3 
~ca1 :3 
L 'it Y Il\ntapnikka:3 
'-I"l nyamye : 3 
'\tyq tapnita : 3 
~ of myenya : 3 
11 y~ keniwa : 2 
l1%'l ketullang : 2 
~tJl kentay : 2 
'rill kwulye : 2 
L}0} nama : 2 
































q-'= y tanuni : 2 
erN tekwuna . 2 
'<lAI tenci : 2 
211et !kena : 2 
211 Ikko . 2 
2"H bnangceng: 
2~f Ipa : 2 
c}~"1 latunci : 2 
illet Iyena : 2 
ill y 2} Iyeniwa : 2 
~Iyem :2 
.5'.'* lola : 2 
2j y tini : 2 
o}q ata . 2 
0}q7f ataka . 2 
'1i'1l- enman : 2 
"l°F yeya : 2 
E. ilI;oJ 'Eulyeketun :2 
~ilIq u1yeta : 2 
~2j u1i : 2 
~2jq ulita : 2 
°1'*°F ilaya : 2 
°1£TYilokuna : 2 
°1.5'.;!' ilokun : 2 
01.5'.:<9 ilotoy : 2 
'-I7f nyaka : 2 
'rL} nwuna : 2 
q "'I taney : 2 
<11°F layya : 2 
01-"..5'. irrrulo : 2 
°1Z! ikin : 2 
Z73 FE687 011. inyo :2 


















Jl.°F koya : 1 
'r li kwulyo : 1 
'r'i'! kwumyen: 
ulyll\ntanikka : 1 
L'it nta! : 1 
L tJlAj ntayse : 1 
L~ ncuk : 1 
.'I:c}Jl. nolako : 1 
"'2}'1l noIamyen : 1 
i:'-'it nunta! : 1 
i:'-~f nunpa : 1 
2 l(lej cjlppunteJe :1 
2~"1 lcince : 1 
2j°F laya : 1 
'Efy q laP1ita : 1 
ilI~j[ Iyenunko : 1 
.5'.q Iota : 1 
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311 FE316 o OJ Of rjmCJl<hata : 311 FES81 01 i : 1 
311 FE318 uH may : 1 31l FES87 0171 £. ikilo : 1 
311 FE362 ofOWayaman : 1 3ll FE617 01 ill Lj ~ilyeniwa : 
120 < 311 FE372 <>Jet eta : 1 311 FE629 01E..£ irrrulo : 1 
311 FE400 %")et olsita : 1 311 FE646 ~I uf,," cimanun : 1 
311 FE411 .2. ,-+uf unama : 1 311 FE654 L cll}.] nteyse : 1 
311 FE421 .2."1 utoy : 1 311 FE657 Lf<5 'i nyamyense : 1 
311 FE428 .2.,*<5 ulamyen : 1 311 FE661 ,,"£q nuntota : 1 
311 FE430 .2.ilf uJak : 1 31l FE666 ~7f tunka : 1 
311 FE450 .2.alcf7fuJyetaka: 311 FE673 .£ i'l(! lokwurnan : 1 
311 FE454 .2. ill £ ulyeto : 1 311 FE679 .2. <iI ulay : 1 
311 FE462 .2. ill.2. ulyeo · 1 311 FE680 :k syo : 1 
311 FE4€6 .2.~l(! u1yenman: 311 FE6&! o);>j Y ikeni : 1 
311 FE482 .2.uf uma : 1 311 FE686 o)~<iI ikiIae : 1 
311 FE483 .2. uH umay : 1 361 FE0C6 J1 S'1! ketumyen: 0 
311 FE509 .g.~) unci : 1 (356 itmes with frequency of 0 are 
311 FES17 %l/f'i£l/fuJkkaJmJkka: omitted in between 71 E. '1! and 'lI".l 
311 FES22 %-2'-1 ulnunci : 361 PFE024 'lI" cap :0 
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